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Photo of Graffiti in Greece
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Point (Closed Dot): This is such a simple mark, yet it can hold so much meaning. The point, or 
closed dot, literally is the beginning of  all marks we make. It can be a monad, a seed, a center mark, 
or an atom—the representation of  energy itself. It can be a point of  origin, where everything starts, or 
a point of  destination, where something ends. It can represent a stop along the way, a place of  rest—
consider what the period means at the end of  a sentence. It can be grouped with other dots to signify 
a number, mark a constellation, show a lightly de�ned trail, or create the feeling of  an aura of  energy.
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Open Dot: Not much bigger in size than the closed dot, the open dot is a tiny empty circle. It can 
be seen as a point to be achieved, a seed, the smallest possible container, the nucleus of  a cell or 
atom. This symbol talks of  possibilities, options to be de�ned, and choices to be made. 
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Circle: Larger than the open dot is the circle. Most simply, a circle is a container and can symbolize 
protection—creating sacred space within it—or it can be a holder to prevent something from getting 
out. It can represent wholeness, completion, sacredness, purity, or potential. It may also be a sphere, 
standing in for the sun or the full phase of  the moon. It can also represent divinity, as in deity or spirit, 
or the source of  knowledge and commands, referencing the brain or nucleus. Circle variations: with a 
chevron to represent ouroboros, or with a line across it to indicate “prohibited” or “stop.”
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Horizontal Line: The horizontal line, traveling east-west, can represent the ground, the baseline, the 
foundation, or the horizon. It can also be the middle divide—marking the di�erence between above 
and below, acting as a border. It can delineate a step or a hurdle to overcome. As a short line, it can be 
the concept of  minus (to subtract or remove). Two short parallel horizontal lines can show the sign for 
equal or mark equality. Extended parallel lines can represent a canal, channel, chute, or road. 
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Vertical Line: The vertical line travels north-south, connecting above and below or heaven and 
earth, or forming a border between left and right spaces. It can represent a phallus (erect or at rest), 
a tree, a tower, or an elevator. Grouped together, vertical lines can symbolize walls, pillars, or tally 
marks (especially when crossed with a diagonal line). 
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Dotted or Dashed Line: A dotted line (a line made up of  separated dots) tends to have a more fan-
ciful feeling to it—the path of  an animal going about its business, like a bee buzzing from �ower to 
�ower, a squirrel collecting nuts, or a child at play. A dashed line (a line made up of  minus symbols) 
tends to have more of  a sense of  intentional focus or a planned trajectory. Think of  the marked lines 
on a highway or road. The spaces and patterns indicate when it’s safe to pass, turn, or leave your 
lane. Either type of  line can be used to connect points or indicate a sense of  movement. 
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Diagonal Line: The diagonal line is dynamic, depicting moving energy in an increasing or decreas-
ing fashion. It can also be the path of  something rising or falling. The severity of  the angle will a�ect 
the sense of  how quickly or slowly something is moving. The diagonal line can speak to challenges 
to overcome, or sliding downward smoothly.
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Cross: The cross is a perpendicular intersection of  a horizontal and a vertical line. Most simply, it is 
a meeting place or crossroads, where two di�erent ideas interact. In terms of  math, a small cross is 
a plus sign (addition). In science, it is the symbol for a proton or positive ion, marking energy. If  all 
of  the “arms” of  the cross are equal, it represents balance. 
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Chevron: A chevron is a V-shaped mark. Chevrons are most commonly recognized as the “greater 
than” and “less than” symbols when pointing east or west—and as “up” and “down” buttons when 
pointing north or south, as well as a mountain or valley. Because they feature a convergence of  lines, 
they can be used for capturing or dispelling energy. Another way to think of  chevrons is that they are 
“open mouths,” like an alligator opening its jaws wide to consume something. They combine with 
other shapes to make many in�uential symbols such as triangles, stars, and arrows. The chevron is also 
the Roman numeral for �ve (see the “Numbers” section later in this chapter). 
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X: Similar to the cross, the X is an intersection of  diagonal lines, which makes for more dynamic/
active energy. In maps and myth, X often marks the spot. In basic math, the x can be a symbol for 
multiplication, while in algebra it’s often the variable or unknown value in the equation we’re trying 
to solve. X is also used to mark a place for a signature, or to take the place of  one. In a similar vein, X 
(now more commonly seen as XOXO) has been used to signify a kiss—as in love, or a declaration of  
truth or loyalty. Yet it can also mark something that is forbidden or prohibited, as well as a hazard—
think of  the stereotypical moonshine jug with three Xs inscribed on it. It is also the Roman numeral 
for ten (see the “Numbers” section later in this chapter). 
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Arrow: Most simply, an arrow is a line with a chevron at one end. The other end could be un-
marked (for continuous energy), end in a point (origin mark) or a parallel chevron (emphasizing 
the direction of  the �rst chevron), or meet a perpendicular line at its base (foundation). An arrow 
can also have opposing chevrons at each endpoint facing outward, depicting energy shooting in two 
directions or a choice of  directions. When the chevrons point inward toward the line, the arrow be-
comes rooted. When the arrow is vertical and paired with two inward-facing chevrons, it can depict 
a tree, with the branches reaching upward and the roots going down into the ground. But when this 
same arrow is positioned horizontally or diagonally, it becomes evocative of  a snake tongue, testing 
the air around itself. 
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Wavy Line: The wavy line gives a feeling of  �owing movement. When positioned horizontally, 
it can represent water (streams, rivers, waves), �uidity, rolling hills, �exibility, snakes or snakelike 
motion (especially with an inward-pointing chevron head), and vibrations. When in the vertical 
position, it can symbolize rays of  light, divinity, serenity, and vines (growth). The wavy line can also 
be a thread, as in weaving, sewing, or a spider web. The overall sense of  a wavy line is change and 
transformation. 
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Zigzag Line: The zigzag line is similar to the wavy line, but its sharp convening lines create a di�er-
ent, more dynamic energy �ow—like static versus a hum. It essentially is made up of  laterally con-
nected chevrons, giving a feeling of  opposition. It can represent snake energy, rays of  light, divine 
touch, and especially lightning. Zigzags also depict rocky or rough terrain, such as a mountain range 
or a choppy ocean—indicating a dangerous area to overcome. 
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Triangle: The triangle is a closed chevron or, most simply, a contained shape made up of  three 
angles. It can be equal on all sides or be uneven. Most commonly we associate the triangle with the 
pyramid or mountain, representing a pinnacle or sense of  enlightenment and wisdom. The trian-
gle can also represent a tooth or thorn. The longer two of  its sides are (even or not), the more the 
triangle becomes like a dagger, spike, or spearhead. All of  these sharp, pointy things give a sense of  
warning or danger, of  being �erce, armed, powerful, or highly protected. The triangle can also be 
like a sail or an arrowhead, giving a sense of  direction or guidance. 
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Square: The square is two sets of  parallel lines overlapping to form an equal-sided box. The square 
can be a container of  holding or can refer to setting aside a speci�c territory or area to be protected. 
It can set boundaries from outside in�uences or bind what’s inside of  it. The box can be a brick or 
building block, to signify structure and foundation. Or it could contain mystery or hold secrets, like 
Pandora’s box. 
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Rectangle: The rectangle has similar properties to the square, its main variation being that its two 
sets of  sides are not equal—one set will be longer. If  the two horizontal lines are longer, it could 
represent a co�n (death or regeneration), a bed (rest, sleep, hidden potential for growth), or money 
(like a bill). If  the vertical lines are longer, it can be a building or tower, a document or contract, a 
book, or a doorway. 
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Diamond: The diamond is typically a square set on one of  its points instead of  resting on its side, 
or two matching chevrons (or triangles) merged butt to butt. The rotation immediately makes the 
shape more dynamic and hints at a hidden crossroads at the center of  it. The diamond can represent 
prestige, a goal, a shield, or a �nancial focus. It can be interpreted as yonic in nature, signify the 
womb, or represent an entire female form. It can also be a source of  light or refraction of  light, to 
magnify the power of  something else. 
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Crescent: A crescent is essentially a half-circle, whether you make a closed form or draw one with 
a single curved line. Crescents are most commonly associated with lunar energy, especially the wax-
ing and waning phases of  the moon. They can also represent divine energy (a god or goddess). A 
crescent’s meaning can change depending on which direction it’s facing:
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Spiral: Everyone loves a spiral! It’s the shape of  life and how things grow—from DNA’s helix, to 
fern �ddleheads and snail shells, to hurricanes and the whorls of  galaxies. It’s important to note 
that you can draw a spiral from the outside moving to the center or from a center point moving 
outward. The spiral symbolizes inspiration and the mythic journey—moving toward the center as 
well as going away from it, as with labyrinths and mazes. The tail of  the spiral can be made to face 
any direction, which may in�uence how it �ows in your sigil, and can be capped with a chevron—
pointing out to direct the energy out of  the spiral, or pointing in to pull the energy inward. We can 
see the modi�ed spiral as energetically slow, like a snail, or fast, like a coiled snake about to spring. 
Spirals can be used to extend the energy of  another symbol as well. 
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Pentagon: The regular pentagon is a �ve-sided closed shape with equal sides and interior angles of  
108 degrees each. It can be seen as a symbol of  power and protection, reminiscent of  a shield and a 
defensive strategy. It is also commonly found in nature—in fruit, �owers, and sea life. An easy way 
to draw a pentagon is to draw a �ve-pointed star (see “Pentagram”) and connect the points along 
the outside of  the star. 
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Hexagon: A regular hexagon is a six-sided closed shape with equal sides. Like the spiral and pen-
tagon, it can be found in nature, most notably in the honeycomb of  a beehive. The hexagon can 
represent a tribe, unity, or being part of  a group or collective, as well as sweetness (honey), a place 
to store or hold something, and being industrious. 
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Other Polygons: I’ve included these here in case you’re wondering about irregular pentagons, 
hexagons, or any other shape with a number pre�x in its name followed by “gon.” A polygon is es-
sentially a plane �gure with a minimum of  three straight sides and angles, and generally has �ve or 
more. All of  the sides and angles do not have to be equal, and you can have as many sides as you’d 
like. They can be convex or concave. It’s actually very easy to build a polygon inadvertently while 
crafting a sigil, after layering shapes and lines on top of  each other. It could be a happy accident 
(something that works out well without planning), or you could deliberately build a certain style 
or number of  polygons because of  an association with that shape or number. (See the “Numbers” 
section later in this chapter for suggestions of  meanings to consider.) 
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Star: There are a variety of  articulated star shapes you can use in sigils. They all collectively have 
celestial symbolism, being points of  light, balls of  energy, something to be guided by—which also 
brings in the concepts of  divinity and sovereignty. All stars made by intersecting lines speak of  con-
necting and interconnectivity, making them excellent symbols of  protection and blessing. (See tips 
on how to draw stars in Chapter 4: Design Guidance.)
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Pentagram

The �ve-pointed star is one of  my favorites to use in sigils. The �ve points can represent the �ve 
elements (earth, air, �re, water, and spirit) or the human body (legs, arms, and head). The upright 
pentagram is an ascending star, while the inverted pentagram is a descending star. When a pentagram 
alludes to the human body, there are con�icting opinions on which is “masculine” and which is “fem-
inine.” I’ve heard the ascending star called masculine, because the top is pointed, like an erect phallus, 
which makes the descending star feminine because of  the valley. But if  you’re looking at it like a hu-
man being, the top point is the head of  the body, making it female. And well, inversely, the descending 
star may have a large phallus hanging down, but it lacks a head then. So it is really best not to get hung 
up on equipment—because it’s a star. I don’t see either direction as negative or positive in terms of  
good or evil; they’re simply kinds of  energy. An ascending star can signify heavenly direction, birth, 
and creating energy. Inversely, the descending star can represent energy moving to the underworld, 
death, and rebirth. You can also draw them pointing left/east or right/west if  you wish to push energy 
in that direction. 
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Hexagram

Most commonly recognized as the Star of  David in the Jewish faith (though it does show up in other 
cultures), the hexagram is formed by two overlapping equilateral triangles—or a hexagon adorned 
with a smaller triangle pointing out from each of  its sides. Whereas the pentagram has a “head” that 
directs it, the hexagram points equally in all directions. It is the perfect union of  above and below, or 
left and right, depending on how you draw it. It has a feeling of  all gender/non-binary structure to it. 
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Septagram

As its name implies, this star has seven points and is found in many diverse traditions that hold the 
number seven to be sacred, from Faery paths, alchemy, and Thelema to Christianity and Native 
American beliefs. It embodies magical power, wards o�  evil, and can symbolize the seven days of  
the week, creation, etc. 
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Asterisk: The asterisk (*) can vary in the number of  points it has, depending on the font and 
cultural refer-ence. The most common asterisk is the six-pointed one, formed by three 
intersecting lines (one vertical line, plus two diagonals that form an X), and the more densely 
compact eight-pointed one, formed by four intersecting lines (a perpendicular set, and an X set 
of  diagonals). In theory, you could crisscross as many lines as you’d like; the overall effect will 
depend on the physical size of  the star. Because they are not closed shapes like the other stars, 
asterisks are the most energetic, burst-ing outward, adding a sense of  sparkle to a design. In 
language, they call attention to additional details and information and they hide words and 
letters (such as passwords and expletives). In this context, they symbolize secrets, privacy, and 
hidden knowledge waiting to be discovered. 
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Heart: In terms of  the body, the heart is the organ through which everything gets �ltered, the core 
of  our being. We associate it with love, romance, passion, loyalty, devotion, compassion, and joy. A 
whole heart is a happy or content heart, whereas a heart that is bisected may be divided, broken, or 
reforming. An inverted heart can symbolize sadness, but it can also call for introspection, ground-
ing, thoughtfulness, and deeper consideration as it becomes spade-shaped, for digging deep. Two 
spirals entwined at the bottom and circling toward each other to form an open heart signify part-
nership and developing relationships, as well as opposites coming together in harmony and balance. 
Two hearts mirrored at the tip signify the joining of  two individuals as one, with a sense of  in�nite 
energy circulating between them. Three hearts joined together at the base form a club, representing 
creativity, responsive action, or a triad of  lovers. Four hearts similarly joined give us the shape of  the 
shamrock, a common symbol for good luck and prosperity. 
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Vesica Piscis or Mandorla: The double-pointed oval, or almond shape, is the basis for several 
meaningful symbols. Most simply, it is an egg, seed, or nut (mandorla is Italian for almond). In many 
religious paintings, a mandorla frames the �gure of  a saint, spirit, or god like a halo, signifying their 
divine essence. In terms of  the body, it is the yoni, invoking the vulva/female genitalia, and hence 
is the gateway to and from the vagina, uterus, ovaries, etc. The mandorla symbolizes entrance into 
this world, as well as feminine sexuality. Referencing the vesica piscis, we get a �sh shape if  we add a 
little triangle pointing into one of  the oval’s points, making a tail. The �sh is often associated with 
Christianity, but in other cultures it represents fertility, �uidity, and the element of  water. 
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Eye: Often found building upon the mandorla shape or sometimes a larger circle with concentric 
circles, the eye is a powerful symbol. Most obviously, the eye represents physical sight, but it can 
also represent psychic insight, spiritual wisdom, and intuition (the “third eye” or the Eye of  Horus). 
In the countries that border the Mediterranean Sea, eyes are still painted on the prows of  ships to 
bring added guidance and protection. Also throughout this region we �nd eye charms used to ward 
o�  the “evil eye”—a concept based on the belief  that someone’s jealous gaze can harm your luck,
prosperity, or fertility, even if  it isn’t intentional. The eye charm then repels or re�ects that gaze,
protecting and blessing you. It literally is keeping an eye out for you, watching over you. (There are
numerous charms used for this purpose, and a lot of  fantastic lore, but the eye tends to be the most
recognizable one.)
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In�nity and Hourglass: The �gure eight, whether vertical or horizontal, is the symbol for in�n-
ity—an endless, �uid looping of  energy. It’s an ideal symbol to use when you need to represent both 
stability and movement. If  you �atten the rounded ends of  the vertical eight, it becomes an hour-
glass. Therefore it is a symbol of  time, limits, restrictions, rules, guidelines, and learning to balance.
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Wheels and Shields: When you overlap an X, perpendicular lines, or an asterisk with an open 
circle, you get wheels or shields. A separation of  four parts can represent earth, air, �re, and water 
(the quadrants) bound by spirit (the circle). The X in the circle can feel like a target to draw or re-
pel energy, depending on what else is around it (hence a shield). Creating six or eight “spokes” in 
the center of  a circle makes a wheel for movement and change, or a cosmic pizza. (Think about it: 
sometimes a sigil is all about getting a slice of  the pie.) 
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Wings: The reason for adding wings to any shape is pretty self-explanatory: it adds a sense of  �ight, 
swiftness, elevation, lightness, and motion. Wings give the impression that whatever they surround 
will take o�  at any moment—and that an idea can soar or rise above. They can also symbolize “in 
memory of ” in the sense of  angel wings. Also, birds in many myths hold on to memories (especially 
ravens), keep or share wisdom (owls), or pass along gossip and news (songbirds). 
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Key and Keyhole: Keys have a rich symbolic history. They can open doors or lock them to keep 
others out. They can grant access to another realm, and represent wisdom, maturity, success, and 
power. In terms of  property, they allow access and bestow ownership. Inherently related to the key 
is the keyhole, the access point for the key. It is a place that is locked and protected, or represents the 
potential for something to be unlocked and revealed. Looking through it, we may get a peek into 
another world. The pair can take on sexual connotations, most commonly with the key as the tab 
and the keyhole as the slot. 
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Scales: Scales are for weighing and �nding balance, to determine the value, worth, or price of  
something. They also symbolize justice and a call to order. Think of  the statue of  blind Justice 
holding her scales, or the scene from the Egyptian Book of  the Dead where the deceased’s heart is 
weighed against a feather to see if  the individual was a good person in life. 
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Anchor: The anchor of  a boat functions to hold the vessel in place, to prevent it from drifting or 
getting caught up in the current and becoming lost. Therefore its inherent symbolism is of  safety, 
security, stability, hope, and safe harbor. An anchor can also weigh or slow something down. 
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Butter�y: The butter�y most commonly represents transformation, due to its metamorphosis 
from caterpillar to cocoon to its beautiful adult state. This winged insect can also signify happiness, 
lightheartedness, and whimsy. In chaos theory there is a concept known as the butter�y e�ect—the 
idea that one small, seemingly insigni�cant action can cause a large-scale chain reaction. 
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Hand: Going all the way back to our cave-painting ancestors, the hand �nds signi�cance in every cul-
ture. We’ve long recognized its usefulness and ability to transfer power. When I incorporate a hand 
into a sigil, it’s most often the stylized symbol known as the hamsa, khamsa, or Hand of  Fatima (or 
Mary). This is an open palm shape with the �ngers together, and it protects, guides, blesses, and brings 
luck, happiness, and health. Other favorite hand shapes include the mano cornuto (sign of  the horns) 
and the mano �ga (�g hand), both of  which ward o�  the evil eye but are more di�cult to draw for a 
sigil. It’s best to keep sigils simple and linear. 
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Spoon: While there are certainly classic associations for the spoon, I’m more interested in this one 
as an important modern symbol for our current society. The spoon theory is a metaphor that ex-
plains how someone living with a disability or chronic illness (often “invisible” since their illness may 
not be visibly apparent) has a limited amount of  energy available for the regular activities of  daily 
living and other tasks. Every activity requires a certain amount of  “spoons.” Someone with one of  
these conditions who runs out of  spoons must rest and recharge until their spoons are replenished. 
Therefore, the spoon can be a very important part of  a sigil for someone �ghting a chronic illness. 
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Your Word-Symbol Associations

Word Symbol Word Symbol
Acquire Align 

Art Balance 

Banish Blessing 

Change Cleanse 

Community Create
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Your Word-Symbol Associations

Word Symbol Word Symbol

Decrease Dream

Emerge Family

Fertility Friendship

Give Grow

Guide Happiness
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Your Word-Symbol Associations

Word Symbol Word Symbol

Healing Health

Home Ignore

Increase Inspiration

Invoke Journey 

Love Luck 
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Your Word-Symbol Associations

Word Symbol Word Symbol

Manage Money 

Mirror Negotiate

Overcome Power

Prosperity Remove 

Restrict Romance 
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Your Word-Symbol Associations

Word Symbol Word Symbol

Solve Strengthen 

Study Success 

Sustain Time 

Trust Work 
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A Festival Sigil
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An Office Ward Sigil
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A Healing Sigil
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A Transformational Sigil
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A Fertility Sigil
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A Focus Sigil
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A Banishing and Binding Sigil
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An Inspiration and Creativity Sigil
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A Prosperity Sigil
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Inverted Power Sigil
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DragonCon Sigil
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Workshop Sigil at Herne’s Hollow in Delaware
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Sigil Crafting and Notetaking
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Another Sketchbook Page
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Mago Djinn Sigil
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Jaime’s Sigil
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Veronica’s Sigil
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The Drawing of the Mother Matrix
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Details from Paintings from the Iconomage Series:
The Star Goddess • The Huntress • Hekate • When Love Lay with Death and Darkness, Light Was Born
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Familiar Territory
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Queen of the Sabbat
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The Shaman
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Resources

Art and Sigil Supplies

Alchemy Works: special inks, seeds for Witch herbs, and much more—www.alchemy-works.com

Blick Art Materials: Don’t have an art supply shop near you? Check out www.dickblick.com

’  Craft Rituals: ritual ink, grimoires, and more—www.kevencraftrituals.com

Rosarium Blends: sigil ink and paper, among other lovely things—www.rosariumblends.com 
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Suggestions for Further Research

Art, History, and Culture
If  you’d like to �nd out more about some of  the artwork and cultures I have mentioned, here is a list 
to get you started. When it comes to art history and anthropology in general, try to �nd the most 
current versions of  textbooks, as new information and research is always being uncovered. 

Courtney-Clarke, Margaret (photographer). Imazighen: The Vanishing Traditions of  Berber Women. Es-
says by Geraldine Brooks. New York: Clarkson Potter Publishers, 1996. 
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ditions, 1999.

Edwards, Betty. The New Drawing on the Right Side of  the Brain. 1979. Reprint, New York: Jeremy P. 
Tarcher/Putnam, 1999. 

Lewis-Williams, David. The Mind in the Cave: Consciousness and the Origins of  Art. London: Thames 
& Hudson, 2002.

Lewis-Williams, David, and Thomas Dowson. Images of  Power: Understanding Bushman Rock Art. Jo-
hannesburg: Southern Book Publishers, 1989. 
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Morphy, Howard. Aboriginal Art. London: Phaidon, 2007. 

Stokstad, Marilyn. Art History, Volumes I and II. New York: Prentice Hall, 1995. 

Von Petzinger, Genevieve. The First Signs: Unlocking the Mysteries of  the World’s Oldest Symbols. New 
York: Atria Books, 2016. 

General Symbols and Magic

To check out the Key of  Solomon and other esoteric works in the public domain, head over to www.
esotericarchives.com.

Bruce-Mitford, Miranda. The Illustrated Book of  Signs & Symbols. New York: DK Publishing, 1996. 

Lunde, Paul, ed. The Book of  Codes: Understanding the World of  Hidden Messages. Berkeley, CA: Univer-
sity of  California Press, 2009.

Paine, Sheila. Amulets: Sacred Charms of  Power and Protection. Rochester, VT: Inner Traditions, 2004. 

Parker, Derek and Julia. The Power of  Magic: Secrets and Mysteries Ancient and Modern. London: Mitch-
ell Beazley, 1992.

Pennick, Nigel. The Book of  Primal Signs: The High Magic of  Symbols. Rochester, VT: Destiny Books, 
2007. 

Pepper, Elizabeth. Magic Charms from A to Z. Newport, RI: The Witches’ Almanac, Ltd., 1999 

Ronnberg, Ami, and Kathleen Martin, eds. The Book of  Symbols: Re�ections on Archetypal Images. Lon-
don: Taschen, 2010. 

Austin Osman Spare
Interested in reading more about AOS and his in�uence on chaos magic? (A glass of  whiskey is rec-
ommended as well.) Many of  the books on AOS and his work are hard to �nd and/or rather pricey, 
but a good Google search will also get you excerpts of  texts and PDF resources. 
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Baker, Phil. Austin Osman Spare: The Occult Life of  London’s Legendary Artist. Berkeley, CA: North At-
lantic Books, 2014.

Carroll, Peter J. Liber Null & Psychonaut: An Introduction to Chaos Magic. York Beach, ME: Weiser 
Books, 1987. 

Grant, Kenneth. Images and Oracles of  Austin Osman Spare. Edmonds, WA: Holmes Publishing Group, 
2003. 

Spare, Austin Osman. The Book of  Pleasure (Self-Love). 1913. Reprint, Calgary, AB: Theophania Pub-
lishing, 2015. Also available in PDF format online.

Good Starting Places to Explore Other Symbol Systems
There are many, many symbol systems out there. I’ve selected a few really good books in case you’d 
like to investigate some of  the ones not covered in this book. These are ones that all have a home in 
my personal library.

Dominguez, Ivo, Jr. Practical Astrology for Witches and Pagans. San Francisco, CA: Weiser Books, 2016. 

Flowers, Stephen E. Icelandic Magic: Practical Secrets of  the Northern Grimoires. Rochester, VT: Inner 
Traditions, 2016.

Gray, Eden. A Complete Guide to the Tarot. New York: Crown Publishers, 1971. 

Laurie, Erynn Rowan. Ogam: Weaving Word Wisdom. Sta�ord, UK: Megalithica Books, 2007. 

Paxson, Diana L. Taking Up the Runes: A Complete Guide to Using Runes in Spells, Rituals, Divination, 
and Magic. Boston, MA: Weiser Books, 2005. 

Magical Herbalism
Paul Beyerl’s books are full of  herb lore, history, uses, and magical associations—it’s de�nitely 
worthwhile to have at least one of  them in your library. Scott Cunningham’s book is also an easy-to-
use guide that tends to be readily available. Harold Roth’s book focuses on thirteen speci�c herbs for 
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Witchcraft, but what is especially wonderful about it is that he focuses a lot on the growing aspects 
and working with the plants versus just lore, use, and history. 

Beyerl, Paul. A Compendium of  Herbal Magick. Custer, WA: Phoenix Publishing, 1998. 

———. The Master Book of  Herbalism. Custer, WA: Phoenix Publishing, 1984. 

Cunningham, Scott. Cunningham’s Encyclopedia of  Magical Herbs. St. Paul, MN: Llewellyn, 1999. 

Roth, Harold. The Witching Herbs. Newburyport, MA: Weiser Books, 2017. 

Witchcraft and Paganism
There are many, many books on Witchcraft and Paganism out there, so here are a few of  my favor-
ites that I always recommend.

Drawing Down the Moon by Margot Adler: If  you’re interested in learning more about modern Pa-
ganism, this is the number-one book I recommend for getting an overall look at the history of  
Neo-Paganism and many of  the branches you will �nd. Alas, Margot passed away in 2014, so we 
won’t get any further updates from her, but I hope someone will carry the torch and keep track 
of  cultural developments for a future edition. 

Witchcraft for Tomorrow by Doreen Valiente: If  you’re looking to �nd out more about Witchcraft, 
the �rst book I always recommend is Witchcraft for Tomorrow by Doreen Valiente, the mother of  
modern Witchcraft/Wicca. Much of  the beautiful poetic language that you can �nd in Wicca 
came from Doreen, and she continued to research historical Witchcraft and folklore after parting 
ways with Gerald Gardner. I love her attitude and her no-nonsense approach, seasoned with a 
dash of  whimsy. Also check out her books Natural Magic and The Rebirth of  Witchcraft.

The Witch’s Book of  Power and The Witch’s Book of  Spirits by Devin Hunter (Woodbury, MN: Llewel-
lyn, 2016 and 2017). If  you’re looking for something more recent, with a more modern take on 
Witchcraft, check out these two books by Devin Hunter. The latter is especially good if  you’d 
like to read more in depth about working with spirits, deities, and other entities. 
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Interested in learning more about Modern Traditional Witchcraft? Visit www.moderntraditional
witch.com to get started. I started the website in 1998, so it’s been going a long time and was 
recently revamped. It also has more books for you to check out. For weekly ramblings, follow my 
blog at Patheos, A Modern Traditional Witch.

With the rising cost of  print media, there are fewer hard-copy Pagan magazines on the market, but 
a subscription to Witches & Pagans magazine from BBI Media will de�nitely make you and your 
mailbox happy. You can also enjoy their online blogosphere at www.witchesandpagans.com. If  
you’re into reading blogs, check out the wealth of  Pagan voices you can feast your eyes and brain 
on at www.patheos.com/Pagan.
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